
The Best Chess Vendor for your Chess Tournaments

Tim Tobiason Chess Supplies

          
A Complete Line of Chess Sets, Boards, Bags, Notation Pads, Key Chains, Clocks, 
Chessbase Software, Books on CD, Opening CD’s, and over 600 Chess Books!!

For Students & Chess Coaches
Think Like a King Software The Chess Curriculum for teaching Kids Chess

Six interactive courses with rewards of completing each
Chess Club Manager -for calculating instant ratings

-Printing Award Certificates
_Many other attaboys for the kids

Basic Chess Sets, Boards & Bag Combos for only $20 Clocks for $30-50
Beginner & Kids Chess Books for learning all kinds of skills in a fun way
Chessmaster and other popular software designed for teaching Kids Chess
Key Chess Chains, Magnetics Sets and other fun items for Kids to use

         



For Club and Professional Chess Players
House of Staunton Chess Sets -Staunton Design Double Queen, 4X Wtd

-Wooden Rosewood Sets to 6”Kings
X-Large Vinyl Boards, Leather Chess Boards
Chronos Clocks
Complete Chessbase line of Engines (Fritz, Hiarcs, Shredder, etc), Opening CD’s
Tim Tobiason Books on CD collections (Great Chess books for less than $1 each)

World Champion CD’s with “find the winning move” training modules for every
game and each one fully analyzed
Opening CD’s with every master game ever played for the line and every
combination & trap set up on the CD as a training module
Interactive training books on CD

Over 300 opening and ending books plus hundreds more on tactics, grandmasters & more

 

I use grid displays to hold large numbers of chess books in a small area for your players
to browse. This allows the setup to be made in a small area when space is at a premium.
It is ideal to have a couple of 8’ tables to lay out the chess sets and various small items.

Chess vendors will not usually setup a large display like this at smaller tournaments but I
specialize in doing smaller ones. I usually provide free CD’s as upset prizes for the
Tournament Directors, Chess Coaches & players to benefit from my being there. This
adds more to the event than just having a great chess store brought to them. 

If you would like me to setup at your larger tournaments, please call me to line up the
dates in advance. I work out of Nebraska covering the Rockies to the Mississippi. I also
have worked tournaments from Philadelphia to Tacoma, Washington. When I travel that
far I try to line up several in adjoining states. Tournaments with at least 100+ players
work best but in slower or more convenient weekends I have setup for as few as 50
players. You can contact me at- 402-564-5864 (If I am on the road you can leave a
message with my folks)
Tim Tobiason or at
PO Box 59 3516-15th Street
Silver Creek, Nebraska 68663 Columbus, Nebraska 68601



             Tim Tobiason Presents
Chess Sets                                                                       World Champion CD’s
Basic Tournament Sets $10 #1 Philidor, Staunton, & Morphy $20
Triple Weighted $30 #2 William Steinitz $20
Staunton 1849 4X Weighted, Double Queen $45 #3 Emanuel Lasker $20
Zagreb 59 Wood Series $139 #4 Jose Capablanca $20
6” King 10X Weighted Double Queen-Wood $199 #5 Alexander Alekhine $20

Chess Boards                                                                  
Vinyl Standard (5 colors) $8
Oversize Vinyl for 1849 set/6” King $12
Mousepad Board $20
Handmade Leather Boards $65-95

Cloth Carrying Bags $5
Vinyl Carrying Bags w/Roll up Holder $10
Super Bag or equivalent $20

Chess Clocks                                                                   
BHB Analog $50
Game Time II Digital $50
Chronos $115

Chess E-Books on CD (Hundreds of $$ in great chess books on each CD-Check list on CD back
Chess #1 Sampler $5 Chess Opening CD’s
Chess #2 Chess Reviews 1933-1940 (all issues) $20 1)b4 $15
Chess #3 A Bit of Everything $20 1)N-c3 $15
Chess #4 Ultimate Strategy Collection $20 French Def. #1 $15
Chess #5 Traps, Combinations & Problems $20 Slav #1 $15
Chess #6 Chess History, Checklist & Games $20 Sic. Wng Gbt $15
Chess #7 Chess Review 1941-1943 (all issues-rare) $20
Chess #8 Chess Review 1944-1946 (all-1,000+ Photos) $20
Chess #9 Chess Review 1947-1949 (all-1,000+ Photos) $20

Chess Electronics-Interactive                       
Extreme Chess (Fritz 4.0), Chessmaster 6000 $12
Chessmaster 9000 $40
Fritz 7.0, Most Chessbase Opening CD’s $25-27
Fritz 8, Hiarcs 8, Shredder, Tiger, Junior $47
Young Talents (7 Grandmasters on one CD) $65
Chessbase 8.0 with 2.3 Million Game Database $139

Chess Books-Hundreds of Titles-See catalog on CD for details

E-Book Copyright 2002-2003 by Send check of money order with you order to
Tim Tobiason (402)-564-5864 this address with your name, address &
PO Box 59, Silver Creek Nebraska 68663 phone number (Add $5 S&H to order)





















Tim Tobiason Presents
Tactical Chess Openings

French Defense #1
Exchange variation 4)Bd3
463 Games Analyzed by Fritz, Hiarcs
& Doctor all with training modules and
score of game for each move.
Also contains 6,767 games with training
modules only as CBH files.
Opening report by Chessbase
All Files as CBH for Chessbase & Fritz GUI’s
All files also as PGN for other chess programs
Game annotations as ready to print book (PDF)
E-book Copyright by Tim Tobiason 2002



Tim Tobiason Presents
Tactical Chess Openings

1. N-c3
Over 5,500 games  as Opening Traps

Combinations & Checkmates
Full Tactical Analysis
Complete Annotations
+Training Modules

All Files as CBH for Chessbase & Fritz GUI’s
All files also as PGN for other chess programs
Game annotations as ready to print book (PDF)
E-book Copyright by Tim Tobiason 2002



Tim Tobiason Presents
Tactical Chess Openings

1. b4 (Polish Opening, 
Orangutan)

394 Games- Opening Traps
(4,101 Games) Combinations & Checkmates

Full Tactical Analysis
Complete Annotations
Training

 Files as CBH for Chessbase & Fritz GUI’s
All files also as PGN for other chess programs
Game annotations as ready to print book (PDF)
E-book Copyright by Tim Tobiason 2002



About “Tactical Chess Openings”

*Each CD covers a particular opening or variation.

*The database on the CD contains virtually every 
game using this line played by masters in major
tournaments since the 1800’s to 2000.

*There is a complete tactical analysis of the most
or all of the games on the CD by “Doctor”. The 
annotations appear with all games called up in the
Doctor analysis folder

*All the combinations and opening traps are in the
file called “Mate” and come up as training modules
when the Fritz, etc., or Chessbase GUI is used. The
entire database is prepared in this file with the 
training modules which give you five minutes to find 
the correct move and grades you accordingly (by speed
and accuracy)

*A ready to print book with all the analyzed games
and a “History” of the opening (complements of the
Chessbase program) is on the CD in the word processor 
format and also in Adobe Acrobat (PDF) format. The 
Acrobat reader is on the CD as well

The analyzed games are produced in “Full analysis mode”
by a Chessbase GUI program such as Fritz. It is an award
winning program used to annotate games (including yours)
at a Grandmaster level. This CD is the product of over
30 days of computer time and considerable human labor
to convert to a print ready book. We hope you have many
happy hours with it and play better chess as a result of the
greater opening knowledge it provides!



How to Use This CD

Using Fritz & related GUI’s
1. Start Fritz or other Chessbase program.
2. Click on “File”, “Open”-“Database” (F12) (This takes you to the 
database screen which is empty the first time you use it.)
3. From this screen, click on file-open database to open a new 
database (Ctrl O)
4. In the select window that just appeared, go to the CD Drive and 
select the games you wish to view first. Select the CBH version for 
all Fritz features
5. You will now see a list of games to pick from. You may select the 
first game and then press F10 to load the next game on the list. The 
game and all annotations appear on the Fritz interface for you 
to play & review, complete with all analysis. If you select a game with 
a red and/or black color icon, it contains a training module that gives 
you 5 minutes to find the best move. The … which appears before the 
move indicates the move before the training module appears.

Using other chess programs
Most other chess programs will read the same games as the PGN file 
type which also appears in each folder. The annotations will also appear
if  program is set up to read them. Just click on the PGN file and select 
the game you wish to review. The training modules only work with 
a chessbase interface (CBH) and will not work with other programs.

To use as a read only book or Print on Demand
Each CD contains the same games as a ready to print book in the format 
of the word processor that is used, then converted to Acrobat files (PDF) 
which can be read directly & printed on demand. 
The Acrobat Reader is on the CD and can be set up by going to the CD
and clicking on the file “setup acrobat reader”.
The book can also be printed for you as book in comb binding at a
reasonable rate by

Tim Tobiason Chess Supplies
PO Box 59
Silver Creek, Nebr. 68663



    Chess World Champions #1
    Phildor, Staunton, & Morphy

The Worlds first “unofficial” World
Champions. A collection of their games, 
books, history, Chess articles, archives &

much more!!



About “World Champion CD #1”

*This CD covers the history of the World 
Champions Philidor, Staunton & the United
States favorite son “Paul Morphy” who was 
the first Bobby Fischer. These were the greats
who generated the early interest in Chess and 
whose fame helped make Chess the most 
popular game on earth. 

This CD contains virtually every game played by 
These great masters in 1700’a and 1800’s.

*There is a complete tactical analysis of the most
or all of the games on the CD by “Fritz”. The 
annotations appear with all games in database files 
you can read with Fritz or other Chess Computer
Engines so you can play through them in an interactive
Mode.

*All the combinations and opening traps are also 
incorporated into the Fritz files as training modules
so you can see if you can find the same combinations
in each game that they did

All the games are also on this CD as ready to print
Books in PDF format (which uses acrobat reader 
Which is included on this CD). You can read and 
Print these books. The CD also includes the books-
*Morphy, Staunton & Chess in the 1800’s
*Morphy’s Games of Chess
*Paul Morphy & The Golden Age of Chess
*Staunton _Misc. Collection
The Games of Philidor
The Games of Morphy
The Games of Staunton



    Chess World Champions #2
              William Steinitz

The Worlds first “Official” World
Champion. A collection of his games, 
books, history, Chess articles, archives &

much more!!



About “World Champion CD #2”

*This CD covers the history of the first
official World Champion William Steinitz
who was born on May 14th 1836. He would win 
the World title in July 1866 at the age of 30 and 
retain it for 28 years when he finally gave in to the
youth and genius of Dr. Emanuel Lasker. He was 
the first to write about holes or “weak squares” and
how to take advantage of them. He also pioneered
the “accumulation of small advantages”.

This CD contains virtually every game played by 
this great master through the 1800’s to his death in
June 22, 1900.

*There is a complete tactical analysis of the most
or all of the games on the CD by “Fritz”. The 
annotations appear with all games in database files 
you can read with Fritz or other Chess Computer
Engines so you can play through them in an interactive
Mode.

*All the combinations and opening traps are also 
incorporated into the Fritz files as training modules
so you can see if you can find the same combinations
in each game that they did

All the games are also on this CD as ready to print
Books in PDF format (which uses acrobat reader 
Which is included on this CD). You can read and 
Print these books. The CD also includes the books-
*A Memorial to William Steinitz
*The Modern Chess Instructor
*The Games of William Steinitz
*Articles from Chess Reviews
*Excerpt from Chess in the 19th Century



    Chess World Champion #3
    Dr. Emanuel Lasker

The Great Dr. Lasker, World Champion from 1894-
1921. He published Laskers Chess magazine from 1902
-1907 while living in New York and conducted a chess
column for the evening post. He held the title of World
Champion for an amazing 27 straight years. He also 
published serious papers on Philosophy which were
taught in European Universities. He authored several 
popular chess books (included in this CD) and left a 
remarkable legacy of planning, logic and an 
indomitable will to win (He never lost a match in his
life until his match with Capablanca in 1921 at age 53)



About “World Champion CD #3”

*This CD covers the history of the 2nd official
World Champion Dr. Emanuel Lasker
who was born on Dec 24th 1868 in Germany. 
He would win the World title in May 1894 at the age 
of 26 and retain it until 1921 when he finally gave in 
to the youth and genius of Jose Capablanca at age 53. 
Lasker would not lose a single match in his entire life
until relinquishing the title in 1921.

This CD contains virtually every game played by 
this great master through the late 1800’s to his death
on Jan 11th, 1941.

*There is a complete tactical analysis of most
or all of the games on the CD by “Fritz”. The 
annotations appear with all games in database files 
you can read with Fritz or other Chess Computer
Engines so you can play through them in an interactive
Mode.

*All the combinations and opening traps are also 
incorporated into the Fritz files as training modules
so you can see if you can find the same combinations
in each game that Lasker did

All the games are also on this CD as ready to print
Books in PDF format (which uses acrobat reader 
Which is included on this CD). You can read and 
Print these books. The CD also includes the books-
*A collection of Chess Review Articles on Dr. Lasker
*The St. Petersburg Masters Chess Tournament
*Common Sense in Chess (Lasker)
*Laskers Manual of Chess
*Laskers Chess Primer
*The Games of Lasker



    Chess World Champion #4
    Jose Raoul Capablanca

The Incomparable Jose Raoul Capablanca, World 
Champion from 1921-1927  was a child prodigy 
winning the Cuban chess championship at age 12.
He studied the endgame exhaustively & played thousands
of skittles games for money while developing his skills
and attending college in New York. During the 1920’s 
he was described as “unbeatable” and a chess “machine”.
From 1916-1924 he did not lose a single game of master
level chess play, a feat that has never been equaled  
before or since. From 1911-1931 he never finished lower
than 3rd in any tournament he played in. Here, on this CD
is every master level game ever played by this genius
with several of his books plus articles from Chess Review
on his games and his life.



About “World Champion CD #4”

*This CD covers the history of the 3rd official
World Champion Jose Raoul Capablanca
who was born in Havana Cuba on Nov 19th 1888.
He would win the World title in 1921 at the age 
of 33 and retain it until 1927 when he was upset by 
a new superstar of chess, Alexander Alekhine. 
He was denied a re-match for the rest of his life.
From 1916-1924 he would not lose a single game
of master level chess, still the longest streak in history

This CD contains virtually every game played by 
this great master through the early 1900’s to his death
in New York on March 8th, 1942.

*There is a complete tactical analysis of most
or all of the games on the CD by “Fritz”. The 
annotations appear with all games in database files 
you can read with Fritz or other Chess Computer
Engines so you can play through them in an interactive
Mode.

*All the combinations and opening traps are also 
incorporated into the Fritz files as training modules
so you can see if you can find the same combinations
in each game that Capablanca did

All the games are also on this CD as ready to print
Books in PDF format (which uses acrobat reader 
Which is included on this CD). You can read and 
Print these books. The CD also includes the books-
*Chess Fundamentals
*A Primer of Chess
*The Games of Capablanca
*Chess Review Articles Collection



    Chess World Champion #5
    Alexander Alekhine

Alexander Alekhine, is considered by many to be the greatest
Chess master in the history of the game.  He became World 
Champion in 1927-1935, losing it to Max Euwe then regaining
it in 1937 and holding the title until his death in 1946.  
He was considered to be the first to practice using “psychology” 
to give him and edge over his opponents and credited this to his
amazing victory over the unbeatable Capablanca for the world 
title in 1927. This CD contains both volumes of his annotated 
best games as well as a collection of Chess Review articles from 
his championship days giving new historical insight into his
achievements. Over 2000 of Alekhines games are included in 
a complete collection fully analyzed and annotated by Fritz.



About “World Champion CD #5”

*This CD covers the history of the 4th official
World Champion Alexander Alekhine.
He was born in Moscow on Nov 1st  1892.
He would win the World title in 1927 at the age 
of 35 and retain it until 1935 when he was upset by 
Max Euwe. In a return match in 1937 he would regain
the title and hold it until his death in 1946.
The controversy over articles he had written during
World War 2 while his wife was held by the Nazi’s
tarnished his great reputation and haunted him for
the rest of his life.

This CD contains virtually every game played by 
this great master through the early 1900’s to his death
in New York on March 24th, 1946. Over 2000 games are
included.

*There is a complete tactical analysis of most
or all of the games on the CD by “Fritz”. The 
annotations appear with all games in database files 
you can read with Fritz or other Chess Computer
Engines so you can play through them in an interactive
Mode.  

*All the combinations and opening traps are also 
incorporated into the Fritz files as training modules
so you can see if you can find the same combinations
in each game that Alekhine did

All the games are also on this CD as ready to print
Books in PDF format (which uses acrobat reader 
Which is included on this CD). You can read and 
Print these books. The CD also includes the books-
*My Best Games of Chess (Alekhine) V1 & V2
*The Unknown Alekhine
*Chess Review Articles Collection



The Ultimate Chess DVD-only $99
The Complete Collections of 12-Chess CD’s

*Hundreds of Chess Books including many classics
*Every Chess Review from 1933-1949 (app 200 issues)
*The 1st 5 World Champion CD’s (fully interactive)
*Over $5,000 worth of books if you tried to buy them
today are on this DVD. Now you can own the 
greatest chess library ever assembled in one place!

If you ever wanted to own the great Grandmaster 
Chess library but couldn’t afford it, here it is.
Every book can be read directly using adobe acrobat 
reader (which is on the DVD). You can also print out 
every book from acrobat including the interactive ones.
The World Champion CD’s have training modules for
virtually every game played by the champions. These 
modules use Chessbase-Fritz GUI’s to run them. Can you
find the best move the champions did? You have 5 minutes
to find the move and are graded in each training module.
The 5 Champion CD’s have over 4,000 training modules.



The Ultimate Chess DVD
This is a collection of the following Chess CD’s

Chess #1- A Sampler of Chess books. 12 massive
volumes including Rubinsteins Chess Masterpieces, 
Stauntons immortal Chess Players Handbook.
Chess #2- Chess Reviews, every issue 1933-1940
Chess #3- A bit of everything in chess. 20 volumes
including 6 problem books, 2 strategy, opening,
tournament and ending books plus six all time classics.
Chess #5- Traps mates combinations & problems. 13
volumes of problems & mates, four on tactics science
and three on opening traps.
Chess #7- Chess Reviews 1941-1943 with all pictures
Chess #8- Chess Reviews 1944-1946 with all pictures
Chess #9- Chess Reviews 1947-1949 with all pictures

World Champion #1- The early “unofficial World
Champions covers Philidor, Staunton and the first
“Bobby Fischer” of the United States, Paul Morphy.
all the games are CBH files with training modules in
almost every one (for use with Chessbase/Fritz). The
games are also available as PGN for other chess 
programs and as PDF ready to print books. Each game 
is fully analyzed by Fritz for imrpovements.
World Champion #2- William Steinitz the worlds
first official world champion. Almost 1,000 games
in all three file types as #1.
World Champion #3- Emanuel Lasker, the second 
World champion for 27 years. Almost 1,000 games.
World Champion #4- Jose Capablanca, champion
from 1921-1927 and unbeaten for eight straight years.
World Champion #5- Alexander Alekhine, champion
from 1927-1946. Over 2,100 games. 



Tim Tobiason Electronic Chess CD’s

Chess Books on CD $20 each World Champion CDs $20 each
Chess #1-A sampler of chess books – 12 Volumes Every game of the champions evaluated by Fritz
Chess #2-Chess Reviews all issues 1933-1940 with training modules for each using Fritz or
Chess #3- A Bit of Everything—21 Volumes Chessbase. Also as PGN files for use with other
Chess #4-The Ultimate Strategy Collection chess programs like Chessmaster. All games

(21 Volumes-all time clasics) also as ready to print books as PDF files plus
Chess #5-Traps Mates & Combinations-20 V’s books by and about the champions plus rare
Chess #6-A History of Chess plus other games articles from the time period on these greats.
(Checkers, Backgammon, Card Games, and
Murrays Oxford edition History of Chess. World Champion #1-Philidor, Staunton
Also with Checklist Series for Chess coaches. and Morphy
14 Massive Volumes total)
Chess #7-Every Chess Review 1941-1943 World Champion #2-William Steinitz
Chess #8-Every Chess Review 1944-1946 World Champion #3-Emanuel lasker
Chess #9-Every Chess review 1947-1949 World Champion #4-Jose Capablanca

World Champion #5-Alexander Alekhine
[Every PDF Book on each CD can be printed for you for .08/page=100 pages @$8]

The Ultimate Chess DVD $99   [Contains both DVD+R and DVD-R formats. If
Contains 12 Chess CD’s- your DVD is an old one and only reads video DVD’s
Chess #1,2,3,4,7,8,9 from the above list you can buy DVD software at electronics firms
Plus 1st 5 world champion CD’s like Best Buy to read data CD’s]

Chess Opening CD’s $15 
All games with training modules fully analyzed by Fritz, Hiarcs & Doctor plus ready to print books
Each CD contains virtually every game for the opening line ever played. Almost all contain training
modules . A history of the opening with best lines of play is included with PDF games on the CD.
Unusual 1st moves                             Analyzed Games+Training Games                  PDF Book-#pgs-$-print
#1 1) b4 (Orangutan) 393 Same 382 Pages

#2 1) Nc3 (Heindrichson) 425 +5352 500 Pages
#3 1) g4 (Grobs Opening) 615 Same

French Defense                                                                                                                                                          
#1 Exchange Var. 4)Bd3 463 +6767 535 Pages

Slav Defense                                                                                                                                                              
#1  Exchange Var 3)dxc5 753 +5538 1,140 Pages

Sicilian Defense (Unusual 2nd moves)                                                                                                                     
#1 2)b4 Sicilian Wings Gambit
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